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As of August 2019

Investment in

organic olives
and dates

kProfitable
FOCUS-MONEY, a German business magazine, ranks ForestFinance among the best
investment companies in Germany
(October 2018).

kEarly payouts

kWorking together with experienced partners

kContract term of only six years
kEnvironmentally friendly and fair
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The desert is alive
For decades forests have been disappearing on

You can rely on our expertise:

a daily basis and with them precious areas for

the ForestFinance Group has been building

people and nature are getting lost as well.

forests since 1995 and establishing agrofore-

What is left are degraded soils that can hardly

stry systems for almost a decade. With more

be used for forestry or agricultural projects.

than ten years of experience in afforestation

This is a widely known problem even politici-

projects in the desert we have created a sound

ans are trying to solve with initiatives such as

network of equally experienced partners in

the 2011 Bonn Challenge, where different

this region.

countries and organisations have committed
to reforest at least 350 millions of hectares until 2030. Robert Winterbottom, one of the leading scientists at the World Resources Institute

“A green Africa might contribute to finding
a solution for the European refugee crisis“,
says forestry scientist Robert Winterbottom.

is a strong supporter of the initiative: "The key
to truly restore millions of hectares lies with


Top: An oasis in the Drâa-Tafilalet region, Morocco, where ForestFinance Oasis 1 projects will be established.
Bottom: A mosque in Casablanca – Morocco is famous for its architecture and hospitality and becoming a more and more popular
tourist destination.
Photos: ForestFinance, Pixabay

Your direct investment in Morocco:

using simple and effective methods with the
help of the local, rural population including
millions of small-scale farmers."

S We plant olive trees and date palms in Morocco
for you. You receive the payouts from the sale of
the olives (oil and pomace) and dates as well as

ForestFinance is planning to establish an agri-

from the sale of the fully productive olive trees

cultural project for greening the desert in

and date palms at the end of the contract term.

Morocco: our goal is to plant and cultivate
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the cultivation of organic olives and dates in
Morocco.

Cover: fresh Medjool dates and harvested olives. Photos: Shutterstock
2
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Olives & dates – trees of life, bread of the desert
Olives are closely linked with the Oriental cul-

Market development of dates

ture and have been shaping the history of man-

Today, people worldwide eat twice as many

kind for more than 6,000 years, especially the

dates than they did five years ago. Every year

history of Morocco: the North African country is

60,000 tons of Medjool dates alone, the market

one of the most important producers of olive oil

leader among these sweet fruits, end up on the

worldwide and one of the largest producers out-

global market. With yields amounting to

side the European Union. (For more information

30,000 tons, Israel is the biggest supplier on

on the project location Morocco see page 8.)

the market. Other important producers of

Olives and dates (on the left) on Moroccan marketplaces. They have
become quite popular luxury foods in Europe as well.



Potos: Pixabay

Medjool dates are the United States with a

Price increase on the olive market

yield of around 15,000 tons. Jordan, South Afri-

The price for olive oil has been rising for years

ca, Namibia and Morocco supply the remaining

due to increasing demand – especially from

25 per cent.

emerging markets – and less production output caused by climate change and pests. In
2017 the price for olive oil rose by almost 40 per
cent.

Market analysts are expecting an increasing
demand and a supply shortage of olive oil –
especially organic olive oil. Both factors will
further drive up the prices for olives.

“There is not enough supply to meet the
global demand in the future“, says Yanic
Cohen, one of the most important Israeli
date distributors.
Morocco is growing date palms on around
50,000 hectares of land and annually harvesting around 110,000 tons of dates, but still has
to cover 30 per cent of the country's date consumption with imports. The Medjool date cultivated by ForestFinance in Morocco is one of
the most popular varieties in the country and

crops known to mankind. Their history can be

worldwide.

traced back to 6,000 B.C., to their area of origin
in the Afro-Asian arid zone from Morocco to Pa-

Organic agriculture at ForestFinance

kistan. Due to their high level of nutrient den-

ForestFinance has decided to cultivate dates

sity dates are part of the basic foods in the Ori-

and olives according to the guidelines of or-

ent and also known as the "bread of the

ganic farming in order to protect the environ-

desert". Recent studies even confirm antioxi-

ment and to secure higher, more stable prices.

dant effects of dates, possibly reducing the

The organic food market has been booming

risks of degenerative diseases.

for years: in Germany alone, the market share
of organic foods has more than tripled.
Organic eggs as well as organic fruits and vegetables are the most purchased items. In
2017, the German consumer research organisation GfK registered the highest increase for
dietary fats, edible oils and preserves.

Oasis 1
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An organically managed date plantation in Errachidia, Morocco.
Close to these areas ForestFinance date palms and olive trees will be
cultivated.
Photo: ForestFinance/Christiane Pindur



Date palms – the bread of the desert
Date palms are among the oldest agricultural
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Our offer at a glance
With Oasis 1 you invest in the establishment of an agroforestry system which is managed according to
the guidelines of organic agriculture and which generates regular returns from the sale of olives and
dates. One hectare of Oasis 1 is planted with date palms on 0.5 hectares and olive trees on the other 0.5
hectares. After an estimated six years we will sell the fully productive olive trees and date palms and pay
the proceeds to you.

Oasis 1: investment overview
Contract term Investment
approx.
6 years

€ 4,120 (0.2 ha),
€ 8,240 (0.4 ha),
€ 12,360 (0.6 ha),
€ 16,480 (0.8 ha),
€ 20,600 (1 ha) etc.

Returns

Payouts

Forestry concept

approx. 5.1 % IRR*, annually from year 3 on 100 % organic afforestation of date palms an
growth; time of payout olive trees within an
may differ from time of agroforestry system
harvest

normal development possible; depending on

* IRR (Internal Rate of Return) is a method of dynamic investment calculation which is used to calculate the average
annual return.

Oasis 1 consists of a property lease contract and a
forestry and administration services contract. You can
choose the size of the plot in 0.2 hectare steps.
You invest in an agroforestry system cultivated with
olive trees and date palms for the production of highquality olives and dates in Morocco according to the
guidelines of organic agriculture.



The calculated returns are based on forecast proceeds
from the sale of the olive and date harvests as well as
the proceeds from the sale of olive trees and date
palms at the end of the contract term.
The growth of olive trees and date palms is a natural
process. Thus, the exact time of the of the sale at the
end of the contract term can only be forecast. Also, it is
up to the agroforestry manager to decide on the economically best time for the harvests and sale
(see page 5).

Top: When harvested, Arbequina olives are green to dark purple. The colour is
no indication for the actual taste but for the level of maturity.
Bottom: The green colour of the Medjool dates shows that the fruits have yet
to ripen until they reach their famous sweet taste.
Potos: Pixabay

Tons

Harvest yield forecasts for one hectare of Oasis 1

7

6

Proceeds of Oasis 1
In the first years we plant the olive trees and da-

The planted olive varieties Arbequina and Ar-

te palms. We assume that the olive trees will

bosana are characterised by a spicy flavour,

bear first fruits from year three on, which we

high resilience and high productivity.

will harvest, process into olive oil, which also

5
4

produces olive pomace, and sell. The first date

The Medjool date cultivated by ForestFinance is

harvest is expected in year six.

by far one of the most popular and also expensive varieties on the export market. In addition,

3
2

we cultivate the high-quality date varieties

and the planned cultivation method, we assu-

Boufeggous and Nejda.

me that the harvest quantities can be increased
annually.

1

Year

Based on the selected olive and date varieties

2
1
3 4 5 6
Establish- Olive harvest with annual increase
ment of oasis First date harvest in year six

4

Oasis 1
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Yield development model and forecasts
Your investment finances the establishment of the agroforestry system during the first four years. The proceeds from the olive harvests will prospectively
be paid out to you from the third year onwards. The best harvesting times are determined by the agroforestry management on site. The chart below shows
the yields that are possible within a normal development. At the end of the contract term the fully productive olive trees and date palms are sold and the
proceeds are paid out to you.

Total proceeds for one hectare in the case of normal development: approx.
27,290 euros
Total return on investment: 132 %, expected return: ≥ 5.1 % IRR

Total proceeds:

27,290 euros
Yield forecast in euros

20,500 euros
Euros

Forecasts for one hectare of Oasis 1:
Based on the selected olive and date varieties and the
planned cultivation method, we assume that the olive
trees will bear first fruits in year three and the harvest
quantities can be increased annually (see illustration on
page 4). The olives are processed into olive oil, which also
produces olive pomace. The first date harvest is expected in
year six.

1,500
1,020 euros

1,000
500

Year

0

3

5

4
Harvest yields

The chart depicts the sales proceeds per year that can be
expected for one hectare of Oasis 1 (consisting of 0.5 hectares of olive trees and 0.5 hectares of date palms), less
project costs (amounting to around 4,040 euros per hectare) for year five and six.

1,670 euros

2,040 euros

2,000

2,060 euros

2,500

6 Proceeds from the sale of olive trees and

On the basis of the of the anticipated quantities, qualities
and sales prices, net sales of a total of 27,290 euros per
hectare are expected after the deduction of the project
costs for years five and six. This equals a total cash return of
132 per cent and a return of 5.1 per cent (IRR*).

date palms

Please note: our yield and return forecasts are regularly adjusted to current market developments. Not only to better inform
people interested in our investments but also because we include current market data and real experiences in our calculations.
For this reason, you may find deviating calculations and return forecasts in different publications. All of our calculations in this
brochure are based on a euro exchange rate of 11.20 MAD (Moroccan Dirham).

Which factors determine the amount of payouts?
Investing in Oasis 1 means investing in a natural raw material. Thus, the

In case the demand for olives (oil and pomace) and dates decreases or

success depends on natural factors such as the climate, soil, etc., which

the global market development takes a negative turn and we can only

have an influence on the harvest quantity and quality as well as on pro-

achieve lower sales proceeds for the olive and date harvests than ex-

ceeds from sales that can be achieved on the market. Every change of

pected, we might not be able to payout the forecast proceeds to the in-

one of the calculation parameters (such as harvest yield, quality and

vestors on time, completely or at all. With an increasing demand and the

price) has an influence on the total result.

resulting higher prices, higher sales proceeds for harvests and olive trees
and date palms than expected can be achieved on the market. This me-

We consider the scenario shown above to be the most realistic expecta-

ans the payouts to the investors can increase up to a total amount of

tion. However, upward and downward shifts are possible or even the

30,800 euros per hectare. All further yields will be split equally between

total loss of the investment due to the natural process of olive and

the project initiator and project operators in Morocco within a profit-sha-

date cultivation and also due to changing market developments, i.e.

ring model.

the demand for olives and dates and the resulting prices.

Oasis 1
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Risks – in all frankness
Oasis 1 is a direct investment in the raw materi-

Therefore, this direct investment is linked to signifi-

agroforestry and forestry investments: our

als olives and dates. The economic result is not

cant risks and can even lead to the total loss of the

forests are partly almost 25 years old and with

certain yet and can only be forecast. There are

invested capital. Every person interested

over 21,000 customers, we are among the

no guarantees for those forecasts.

should consider this aspect in the process of

leading providers of direct forestry invest-

decision-making.

ments in the EU.

means there is no deposit insurance like there is for

At the ForestFinance Group, we respond to

We have repeatedly distributed returns to our

bank deposits.

those risks with our long-term experience

customers gained from harvesting timber and

and numerous successes as a provider of

cocoa in our forests.

An investment in Oasis 1 is no deposit banking. This

Risks

Safety measures

Firstly, there are natural risks such as natural disasters, ﬁre and pests, which have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on proceeds from
sales due to their impact on the harvest quantity and quality of the olives and dates.
Please see next page for a risk analysis.

We rely on eﬃcient measures and experiences with
agrofoestry systems that have proven themselves for
around ten years.

There is no trading market comparable to the securities market (restricted fungibility). Thus, a premature, individual sale
of the investment is not guaranteed and could be linked to signiﬁcant ﬁnancial losses.

We help investors and work together towards the best
possible solution.

The ﬁnancial situation of ForestFinance could inﬂuence the capability of ForestFinance to deliver the forestry service and
management as agreed upon in the contract during the contract term, which could negatively impact the harvest quantity and quality.

We have proven our eﬃciency in the course of over two
decades.The business reports with audited balance
sheets are published annually.

Currency ﬂuctuations could have a negative impact on the payout of harvest returns.

You are investing in real assets. For the
most part, their value is independent from worldwide
exchange rates.

Possible political distortions in North Africa should be mentioned as well. It can not be ruled out that such developments
could complicate or even prevent the access to the project areas and their management.

We closely observe the developments in North Africa
and are able to react to them together with
our long-term partners on site.

Trust through transparency:
At www.forestfinance.com, you will find
information on our work and the quality
management as well as up-to-date reports.
We annually publish business reports including information on the situation and the
corresponding evaluation, outlooks and
goals as well as the financial statement of

ForestFinance. In our online and print publications we regularly provide information on the
development of the company as well as the
activities at our project locations. In our customer area you will find annually updated reports on the development of your olive trees
and date palms as well as the harvest yields.

Our investors receive information on their investment in our
customer area.

6
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Probability of occurrence and safety measures
Risks that are, in the opinion of the agroforestry

manager, most likely. Even if the forestry mana-

manager, linked to the investment, are classified

ger has taken all measures to ensure the eco-

in the following scheme under the aspects risk

nomic success of the investment, damages that

identification, probability of occurrence, extent of

could lead to a total loss of the investment

damage and risk management. Each risk is attribu-

can not be ruled out entirely.

ted with the risk classes high, average or low.
These are the risks that are, according to the forestry

Risks

Unusual weather
events

Fire

Diseases and pests

Price ﬂuctuations

Mismanagement

Risk identiﬁcation

Windthrow due to storms
and heavy thunderstorms,
harvest losses due to
droughts

Forest ﬁre, due to slash-andburn practice on neighbouring ﬁelds etc.

The main pests on our date
palm plantations are the
red palm weevil (Rhyncophorus ferrugineus) and
the Bayoud fungus (Fusarium oxysporium). The
main pest for olive plantations is the olive fruit ﬂy
(Dacus oleae or Bactrocera
oleae), which puts its eggs
into the fruits shortly before they are ripe

Fluctuations of date and
olive price, which has an impact on the sale price of date
palms and olive trees

Flaws in the agroforestry
management

Probability of
occurrence

Low for big damage; howe- Low; neighbours supervise
ver, smaller damages due to their forestry methods
windthrows are more
on a mutual basis
common

Low for strong infestation
in case suitable locations,
resilient date and olive varities and sound planting
systems have been selected
and a monitoring keeps
pests and diseases below
an economically signiﬁcant
level

Average; the price ﬂuctuations for organic dates and olives on national and
international markets is average

Low; the staﬀ working on
the plantations is qualiﬁed
and has much experience in
cultivating dates and olives

Extent of damage

High in case of inadequate
Diﬀers depending on the ex- Average to low, since the
tent of the respective
Oasis 1 project areas are con- agroforestry management
weather event
stantly being irrigated and
measures against ﬁre
are taken immediately

Low; in the long run, the
date palm industry has good
growth perspectives since
the demand exceeds the
supply; especially for certiﬁed and traceable premium
productions, which also applies to olives

High; ﬂaws or lacking
knowledge of the project
manager could have a negative impact on the production

Risk management

Establishment of the planta- Constant ﬁre monitoring
on site by our employees
tions in regions where extreme weather events are
rather rare; planting of hedges as wind shields on the
edges of the areas, use of
storm resilient shading trees,
construction of drainage
canals

Regular control by qualiﬁed employees, mechanical removal of infested
fruits and plant parts, use
of mostly organic pesticides in rare cases; both
events can be prevented by
using non-infested seedlings and by adhering to
high hygienic standards

The sale is mostly regulated
by contracts with negotiated
prices that are stable in the
long term and independent
from the stock market

ForestFinance and its local
partner have an extensive
experience in agricultural
large-scale production

Oasis 1
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Morocco – our location for cultivating dates and olives
Morocco is turning from an agricultural coun-

Agriculture currently accounts for around 15

try into a service and industrial society. The roy-

per cent of the gross domestic product (GDP).

al house and the financial and economic elites

The development plan aims to double the sha-

follow a pragmatic line, with a mix of free mar-

re of GDP. Statutory minimum wages apply in

ket economy, moderate regulation, strengthe-

industry and agriculture.

ning of the domestic economy and connection
to the world market. A central aspect is the co-

ForestFinance will install the olive-date agro-

operation with the European Union, especially

forestry system in the province of Errachidia, in

with France and Spain. With a market share of

the Moroccan region of Drâa-Tafilalet. The

around six per cent, Germany is Morocco's fifth
most important trading partner. Another important axis is the cooperation with the Arab

Drâa-Tafilalet region (in Arabic  ةعرد- )تلاليفات
extends in the southeast of the kingdom and is
famous for its palm oases.

Gulf states.
The landscape is mostly desert-like, only the

In 2015, Morocco committed itself to the
UN's SDGs (Sustainable Development
Goals), which provide for a further reduction in poverty and inequality by 2030.

Oued Ziz valley offers lush vegetation. The population lives mainly from the cultivation of
palm oases. The gardens in the palmery along
the river bank are paradisiacal. Vegetables and
fruits grow between the palm trees and provi-



Marrakesh is just one of many tourist attractions in Morocco which
draws in more and more travellers from around the world. In addition
to agriculture and the food industry, the tourist industry ist one of the
pillars of the Moroccan economy.
Photo: Pixabay

Specific measures include the rehabilitation or

de people with work and food. Here also grow

demolition of slums respectively, the expan-

date palms up to 100 years old, which are ca-

sion of electricity and water supply (private

red for by the residents.

and agricultural), job creation programmes
and reforms in the education system.

The inhabitants of the region are experts in the
cultivation of dates and olives. The weather is

The SDG measures also include the “Plan Maroc

excellent, as it rarely rains and the sun ensures

Vert” (Plan Green Morocco), which the govern-

that the fruits ripen quickly.

ment has been pursuing since 2008.The Maroc
Atlantic
Ocean

Rabat

Morocco
Marrakesh

Regions, in which the olives
and dates are growing



Vert Plan aims to promote the modernisation
of agriculture and job creation in this sector.

The ForestFinance Oasis 1 project in Morocco not only contributes to achieving the
SDG goals, but also to the implementation
of the “Plan Maroc Vert”.

The Oasis 1 project areas are located on the edge of the Moroccan
High Atlas mountains in the Drâa-Tafilalet region in the Errachidia
province.

8
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Boosting regional economy and environment with
organic agroforestry

Top left: In Egypt, ForestFinance has implemented a project where 
trees are planted in the desert and irrigated with the help of sewage
water. Top right: Andreas Schnall (on the left), Managing Director at
ForestFinest Consulting GmbH, a company within the ForestFinance
Group, is visiting a sewage treatment plant with the help of which the
water for the greening project is gained.
Photos: Dr. Hammad Hossam

ForestFinance has been building forests since

Date palms are perfectly adapted to the dry

1995 – primarily in the tropic regions of Latin

and hot climate and create a micro climate,

America. Due to our afforestation projects, in-

within which the lower plants can grow safely.

cluding agroforestry systems with fine cocoa,

Date palms are the most important element of

more than 7,500 hectares of forest area have co-

the oasis ecosystem – not only regarding the

me into existence. These forests are to remain

economy but also nature. They are the only de-

beyond the harvest. We only harvest as much

sert plants that have been domesticated in

timber as is required to generate returns for our

their own domestic rugged environment.

investors.
With the Oasis 1 project ForestFinance creates
areas, which are economically attractive, to-

sert for many years now with DesertTimber, a

gether with its investors. At the same time the

company within the ForestFinance Group. To-

Oasis 1 projects promotes the natural heritage,

gether with experts in silviculture from the

i.e. the tradition of olive and date cultivation as

Technical University of Munich and Egytian

well as biodiversity.

scientists

from

the

Cairo

University,

DesertTimber has implemented a project

Oasis 1 planting systems

which creates forests from deserts with the

ForestFinance plants olive trees and date

help of sewage water. The project was part of

palms: approximately 1,666 olive seedlings per

the develoPPP.de programme which was suc-

olive hectare and around 140 date palms per

cessfully carried out by the GIZ (German insti-

date hectare. The olive and date plantation

tution for international cooperations) together

areas are managed according to the guidelines

with the German Federal Ministry for Economic

of organic farming. This means that pests for

Cooperation and Development.

example are removed mechanically, in rare
cases organic pesticides are used. Planting of

Starting from 2018 on, ForestFinance will im-

healthy seedlings and adhering to high hygie-

plement another project in arid regions with its

nic standards are part of the organic preven-

date and olive project in Morocco. However,

tive programme for growing healthy olive trees

instead of sewage water, a modern, sustaina-

and date palms.

ble water system will be used this time, which
is subsidised by the government.

Oase 1
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Anas BaChar, Managing Director at DesertTimber and Oasis 1 project manager in Morocco. He is convinced this project will be successful. “ We benefit from 24 years of experience by the
ForestFinance Group in worldwide forestry management, nearly
ten years of experience by DesertTimber in cultivating trees in the
desert as well as from a local team of experts and partners with a
total of 50 years of experience in sustainable agricultural projects in
this region.“
Photo: private



ForestFinance has even been greening the de-
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Oasis 1 finances the three pillars of sustainability
Ecological

Economic

Social

Oasis 1 ensures:

Organic olives and dates generate:

Investment creates:

- positive impact on local and global

- fine cocoa and harvest yields pro-

- qualified jobs and prosperity in the

climate thanks to CO2 sequestration
- the modern and sustainable irriga-

tected by the German-Panamanian
Investment Protection Agreement
- Returns of approximately five per

tion system does not waste any
water and contributes to greening

cent thanks to fine cocoa prices

an arid area

which have been stable for years

region
- fair jobs for all employees regardless of gender or ethnicity

Organic agroforestry system creates:

Investors create:

Employees as experts:

- more biodiversity and species diver-

- sustainably managed agroforestry

- tradition of olive and date cultiva-

sity on the land and in the region in
the long term

systems

tion in Morocco is strenghtened

- secure and well-paid jobs in re-

- olive trees and date palms that grow

mote areas

and leads to more expertise,
which the regional economy and

as naturally as possible without

our projects benefit from
- involvement and appreciation of
employees leads to long-term security and success of the project

Photo: shutterstock, Sergei 25

chemicals

What ForestFinance has achieved in almost 25 years on a global scale

LOCATIONS

Germany, France,
Colombia, Morocco,
Panama, Peru, Vietnam

TOTAL
CONTRACT VOLUME

> 95 m. euros

CUSTOMERS

> 21,000

TREES

CO2

> 10 m.

> 2 m. tons stored in
ForestFinance forests

MANAGED FOREST
AREAS FOR INVESTORS

PAYOUTS TO
CUSTOMERS

EMPLOYEES

> 8 m. euros

150

PROTECTION FOREST

> 8,000 ha

> 2,000 ha

10
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UN Sustainable Development Goals – our commitment
These are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals by the UN. They serve as
guidelines to companies to act in a sustainable manner.

Top left: This is what your Oasis 1 date palms are going to look
like in a couple of years. After approximately six years they start
bearing fruits. Top right: Olive trees grow faster than date palms
and start bearing fruits much earlier. We expect the first high-yielding harvests from year three on.



Photos: Shutterstock/Sergei25, Pixabay

Since the very beginning, sustainability
has been the core issue of the
ForestFinance corporate philosophy;
many of these SDGs have been
successfully included in our day to day
business since 1995.

- Social security and access to health care for all employees - regardless of their position in the
company

- Training programmes and qualiﬁcation of our employees through courses in agroforestry, work
safety as well as literacy courses if required

- Economical use of water through a modern droplet irrigation system

- Creating qualiﬁed and secure jobs
- Good working conditions lead to economic growth

- Management in accordance with organic farming standards protects nature and the environment
- Organic olives and organic dates contribute to the growth of the sustainable food market

- Olive trees and date palms bind climate-damaging CO2 and contribute to climate protection

- Organically managed agroforestry systems and improve the quality of the soil

Oasis 1
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This is what an old established oasis in Morocco looks like. We
want to turn Oasis 1, our first date and olive project, into a green
paradise from which local people, nature and all our investors will
benefit.
Photo: Pixabay



- Equal pay and career opportunities for women and men
- No discrimination on grounds of gender, belief, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation or
other criteria
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ForestFinance was honoured with the German
CSR Award 2018 in the “Global Responsibility”
category. The judges acknowledged our concept
and highlighted the transparent supply chain
and our compliance with corporate social
responsibility standards, which extends through
all areas of our operations.

The Gold Standard is the most internationally
renowned climate protection standard which includes social and ecological aspects. ForestFinance
is one of the first companies worldwide to receive
Gold Standard certification for landuse projects for
its forest and agroforestry areas.
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The Forest Finance Service GmbH was the first
company worldwide to receive the FSC Global
Partner Award in the “Financial Services“ category.

